SHARON ORTMAN KOPRIVA was born in

Houston, Texas, where she went to school at
the Univetsity of Houston, receivmg a Master's
degree in painting in 1981.
Kopriva, well known for her mixed-media
contructions of human figures and animals, was
raised 1n Houston and still continues to maintain
a st udio in the Houston Heights. Kopriva who
was raised a Catholic explains that Catholicism
is and has been a major creative influence, but
in addition, a trip to Peru, in 1982, has also had a
maJor creat1ve impact on Sharon and her work.
Of this, she herself wntes, "Nearly a quarter
century ago an adventure in Peru transformed
everyth1ng about my art: content, materials,
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color and form. Having recently completed
coursework on a fine arts degree in painting,
my soul was searching ....and 1t found."
Death and sp~ntual transcendence are often
present in Kopnva's art, mixing the present
with the past, as 1n her Joan of Arc of 1988, and
her Catherine's Wheel, of 1996, both of which
now reside in The Menil Collection.
Deborah Colton said it best when she wrote of
Kopnva's work that "Through her mysticism, we
expenence dreamlike, surreal backdrops that
she luxuriously layers to create mythological
scenanos. Her work goes deep in our inner
houses, referencing our own personal being,
while also conveying a sense of history, place
and soc1ety."
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ART CAPSULES

Capsule reviews by Jim J. Tommaney
"Jim Seigler: My Life W"dh the Circus" Jim Seigler began designing
for the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus in the early
1950s. He designed sets, floats and costumes, but there's much
more- Seigler is also an accomplished ceramicist and asensitive
portrait artist. Hyde Park Gallery presents "Jim Seigler: My Life
With the Circus," documenting Seigler's range of talents in its
cavernous spaces. Seigler graduated from The Ringling School of
Art in Sarasota, Florida, which developed in him an affinity for vivid
colors and dynamic figures. A notable exception is three charcoal
portraits from 1949, which offer compelling glimpses of lives fully
led and indicate a sympathetic bonding with humanity, in all its
frailty. There are sketches of spectacular pageantry, revealing an
intriguing grace that approaches elegance. Some works are solitary
sketches for garments, but Seigler shapes them to life, showing the
wearer as well as the garment. There are clowns and ringmasters
galore, and girls riding elephants, and a Harem Girl sketch for a
pageant that reminded me of Aubrey Beardsley's work. Elephants
on Parade is elaborate in wit, with the elephant wearing a hat with
nine large globes and the rider wearing a cape with a huge train.
There are brightly colored ceramic sculptures, often of clowns with
witty, exaggerated hats; these are delightful. Come see this most
colorful and engaging exhibition. Through June 21. 115 Hyde Park,
713-524-6913, picturesplusartgallery.com.- JJT
"Sharon Kopriva: Illuminations" Sharon Kopriva has a summer
home in the mountains, and her artistic journey has been strongly
influenced by northern Idaho, much in evidence in her solo show,

Photo courtesy of William Reaves Fine Art

where forest scenes frame cathedral windows in several paintings.
The Deborah Colton Gallery seems to be an arboretum pulsing with
life as Kopriva's paintings have evolved into sculpture, incorporating leaves and moss, twigs, and branches, enriching the texture
and welcoming us into the mysteries of nature. Cathedral Green
dominates the gallery, both with its size and its power, as the forest
threatens to overwhelm us, but we gain hope as light cascades
through its Gothic window. Gothic Green uses the arching of tree
branches to form the shape of an invisible cathedral window, and
the light here seduces us into its encouraging embrace. Emancipa-

tionofthe Topiaries is a dreamlike work, referencing Hieronymus
Bosch, as monstrous apparitions feed- the evil side of the forest
primeval, as dog like creatures of the night escape their chains.
There are anumber of self-portraits, anew arena for Kopriva, and
I sense these are experiments in which she's feeling her way. There
is a self-portrait sculpture of her titled Taking Flight, half woman
and half broomstick; that is powerful and witty, and the work of
a master confidently in control. In her spiritual journey, the new
group of cathedral-like forest scenes is called Verde, and there's
an earlier phase called Terra where browns rather than greens

dominate. The works here are equally powerful, illustrated by three
wall sculptures I think of as the "canoe" series; the sculptures have
figures nestled- or imprisoned- in spaces as in adugout.Joanof
An: has a young woman clinging to across as she struggles above
a network offaggots and kindling wood. Through June 26. 2445
North Boulevard, 713-869-5151.- JJT
"The Texas Aesthetic VII: Minding the Texas Tradition" William
Reaves Fine Art specializes in Texas artists who are influenced by
and carry on the traditional portrayal ofTexas landscapes. This is the
seventh year of an annual group show, with 16 such artists exhibiting.
One striking work by laura lewis is Boogie Woogie Blues- Cotton
Harvest, featuring a vibrant sunset with the foreground filled with
thousands of cotton bolls, and light and shadow playing on the plants
tinged with richly rewarding blues. Jon Flaming'sAbandoned Texaco,
West Texas conveys a gentle sense of loss as the hustling modern
world leaves behind a small-town single gas pump, once valued,
now lonely and isolated. Jeri Salter's Alley View shows a dirt road
and the backs of commercial buildings, as old-fashioned telephone
poles lead one's eye into the drab distance, while red paint on some
ofthe buildings provides relief from the grayness. Houston artist Erik
Sproghe'sRuminations provides rolling hills in the background, reclining cattle on afield in the foreground and the skeletal head of asteer
nailed to afencepost, warning us of some possible calamity. William
Montgomery's Long Billed Curlewfascimltes with a finely detailed
portrait of a placid curlew in the foreground and an oil refinery in
the distance, posing the contrast between nature and development.
Randy Bacon gives us Gonzalez, a portrait of a red-brick building
of unusual proportions and details. It is aware that its chimneys
are beautiful, its entrance welcoming, its balcony graceful and its
sturdy .elegance admirable. Mary Baxter is showing an intriguing
work, Contrabando, depicting a waterway that has dried up, with
orange-red buildings on distant hills. It becomes difficult to lament
the drought when it can create such beauty. Through July 12. 2313
Brun, 713-521-7500, www.reavesart.com. - JJT
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Visual Arts

Sharon Kopriva: Illuminations Offers an
Arboretum Pulsing With Life
By Jim J. Tommaney Mon., Jun. 2 2014 at 11:00 AM
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"God may be everywhere" says a1tist Sharon
Kop1~va, "But God talks to me in the woods."
Kop1~va has a summer home in the mountain
forests of northern Idaho, and Kop1~va's
spi1~tual and a1tistic journey has been sn·ongly
influenced by these surroundings. This is very
much in evidence in her solo show at the
Deboral1 Colton Gallery, as forest scenes frame
cathedral windows in several paintings, and the
Gallery assumes elements of an arboretum.
This is a~'m~
Kop1~va's paintings have evolved into sculpture,
incorporating leaves and moss, twigs, branches,
enriching the texture and welcoming us into the
mysteries of nature. "Cathedral Green"
dominates the gallery, both with its size
(81x126x2.s") and its power, as the forest
threatens to overwhelm us, intimidate us, but
we gain hope as ligl1t cascades througl1 a
cathedral window with its Gothic arch.
Photo courtesy of the Dceborab Cohon gallie.ry
A viewer would expect that the b~umphant
"Taking Flight" Is a witty self-portrait by
power of this large work would diminish the
Sharon Kopriva
impact of "Forest Window", a smaller version
(60X44X6"), but this work involves us deeply because the ligllt is even more enn·ancing.

"Gothic Green" uses the arching of n·ee branches to form the shape of an invisible cathedral
window, and the ligllt here again seduces us into its warm and encouraging embrace. The
smaller "Spirit Tree" has a n-uly massive n·unk, and is reminiscent of The Tree of Souls in
the film Avatar.
"Emancipation of the Topiaries" is a drea1ulike work, referencing the works of Hieronymus
Bosch, as monsn·ous appa1~tions feed - perhaps this is the evil side of the forest primeval,
as doglike CI'eatures of the nigllt escape their chains.
There are a number of self-portraits, a new arena for Kop1~va, and I sense these are
experiments, as she is feeling her way. But there is a self-portrait sculpture of her, titled
"Taking Fligl1t", half woman and half broomstick, tl1at is powerful and witty, and tl1e work
of a master confidently in conn·ol.
In her spit~tual journey, the new group of cathedral-like forest scenes is called
"Verde" and she identifies an earlier phase of work as "Terra" where browns ratlter than
greens propagate. The works here are equally powerful, illusn·ated by t!U'ee wall sculptures
I think of as tlte "canoe" series; the sculptures are of figures nestled - or impt~soned - in
spaces like a dugout. One, in the Menil collection, is titled "Joan of AJ·c" as a young woman,
in totture, clings to a CI'oss as she sn·uggles above a network of faggots and kindling wood.
Two others are titled "Vessels". One has a man with a broad oar, clutching a CI'oss, confined
to a dugout, but escape by paddling is not possible, as brancltes have pinned both man and
oar to their destiny. The third has anotlter man also clutching a CI'oss, with the wup-around
dugout almost a shroud; tl1is sculpture is perclted on a ladder. All three are somber, and
their implicit passion indicates how deeply the Catltolic faitl1 has etched itself into Kodiva's
psyche.
The Gallery is afso showing the workS of finda Ilofheinz, WhiCh are colorfUI and exciting.
There are two large companion works, "Birdsong I" and "Birdsong II", eacl154X40", witl1 a
female dancer in one and a male dancer in the otlter. They are dressed in Asiatic garments,
and have physical beauty and terpsicltorean energy. Decorative, indeed yes, but rising to
the level of art. Iloflteinz has a wicked sense of humor, and I especially liked "In Dreams I
Soar", as a man gazes ahead with steady intensity, with the back of his head featltered, to
allow his imagination to take fligllt.

Sharon Kopriva: Illuminations continues through June 26, Deborah Colton Gallery, 2445
North Boulevard, open11 to s, Tuesday through Saturday, For irifonnation cal/713-869SlSl or visit deborahcoltongallery.com.
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